Corporation of the County of Grey
By-Law 5020-18

A By-law to Establish Certain Lands in the Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) Described in Schedule ‘A’ as Part of the County Highway Upon Which the Lands Abut

WHEREAS Section 11 of the Municipal Act, 2001 as amended provides that an upper tier municipality may pass a by-law respecting highways, including parking and traffic on highways under its jurisdiction;

AND WHEREAS Section 31 of the Municipal Act, 2001 as amended provides that a municipality may by by-law, establish a highway and that if a municipality acquires land for the purpose of widening a highway, the land acquired forms part of the highway to the extent of the designated highway;

AND WHEREAS the lands described in Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto were conveyed to the County for road widening purposes between 1971 to 1975 but were never joined to the County road system by by-law.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE COUNTY OF GREY HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

1. The lands described in Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto are hereby laid out and established as part of the common public highway upon which they abut under the jurisdiction of the Corporation of the County of Grey.

2. That the Warden and Clerk are hereby authorized to execute all documents necessary to complete the acquisition and joining of the lands authorized in Section 1.

ENACTED AND PASSED this 14th day of June, 2018.

___________________________
WARDEN: Stewart Halliday

___________________________
CLERK: Heather Morrison
Corporation of the County of Grey
Schedule ‘A’ to By-law 5020-18

1. Part of Lot 18, Concession 2, being Part 6, 8 and 21 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R126004 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Drake to Corporation)

2. Part of Lot 17, Concession 1, being Part 17 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R126005 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Swanzey to Corporation)

3. Part of Lot 18, Concession 1, being Part 11 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R126955 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Karner to Corporation)

4. Part of Lot 18, Concession 2, being Part 12 and 22 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R128086 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Craigleith Development Limited to Corporation)

5. Part of Lot 17, Concession 2, being Part 18 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R128086 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Craigleith Development Limited to Corporation)

6. Part of Lot 16, Concession 1, being Part 3, 4 and 9 Plan 16R-159; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R128970 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Gibbings to Corporation)

7. Part of Lot 15, Concession 1, being Part 12 Plan 16R-159 and Part 1 Plan 16R-172; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R128971 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Bauer to Corporation)

8. Part of Lot 15, Concession 1, being Part 11 Plan 16R-159; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R129201 being part of PIN 37147-0245. (Valier to Corporation)

9. Part of Lot 17, Concession 1, being Part 13, 19 and 20 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in
instrument R130770 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(Swanze to Corporation)

10. Part of Lot 17, Concession 1, being Part 16 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R131020 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(The Director of The Veterans Land Act to Corporation)

11. Part of Lot 17, Concession 1, being Part 15 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R131021 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(Christie to Corporation)

12. Part of Lot 18, Concession 1, being Part 10 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R131182 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(Swanze to Corporation)

13. Part of Lot 18, Concession 1, being Part 9 Plan 16R-160; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R133810 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(Plater to Corporation)

14. Part of Lot 16, Concession 1, being Part 2 Plan 16R-159; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R134975 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(Dukelow to Corporation)

15. Part of Lot 17, Concession 1, being Part 1 Plan 16R-159; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R144430 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(Kadwell to Corporation)

16. Part of Lot 61, on Registrar’s Compiled Plan 950; more particularly described as Part 7 Plan 16R-159; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R157538 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(McGladrey to Corporation)

17. Part of Lot 63, on Registrar’s Compiled Plan 950; more particularly described as Part 10 Plan 16R-159; Town of the Blue Mountains (geographic Township of Collingwood) County of Grey described in instrument R159671 being part of PIN 37147-0245.
(Neil to Corporation)